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ABSTRACT

In this paper we have made a theoretical investigation on the tvo-

plasmon decay instability of laser radiation in the presenes of the self-

generated magnetic field at the quarter-critical density region in a laser-

produced plasma. The Vlasov equation in terms of Ruidinp centre coordinates

has been employed to obtain the non-linear response of electrons in the plasma.

The threshold power density of the incident laser radiation for the tvo-

plasmon decay instability is always exceeded in currently employed power

densities in laser-target experiments and above the threshold the growth rate

of the instability is quite large. It is also noticed that the self-

Renerated magnetic field enhances the threshold to a large extent, thus

drastically reducing the growth rate of the instability.
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•I. INTRODUCTION

The two-plasmon decay (TPD) instability in laser-produced

1—7
plasmas is of ^reat importance in recent years. In this

instability, an electromagnetic (EM) wave undergoes the

paramntric decay into two electrostatic electron plasma waves

(EPiV) at, the quarter-critical density of the plasma for the

EM wr.vr.

The experimental evidence of the TFD instability is

provided through the emission of half-harmonic light ( W o/2 f

3 W B /2, etc.) which may be used for the temperature

diagnostic in the coronal region of the laser-produced plasma.

The TPD may provide the source of hot electrons which

undesirably preheat the fuel interior of the pellet in the

inertial fusion scheme.

The earlier theories on the TPD instability are all

rer.trioted to the case of unmadetized plasma. But, it is

laiown t.hat a lar^e dc maf^ietlc field of the order of a few

mo.'̂ v̂ fmas is self-generated in laser-target experiments in

a direction perpendicular to the polarization and propagation
8-10-

vectorn of the incident laser radiation. There have been

attempts on the various parametric insta'bilities

into account the effects of this nclf-f;enerated
11—14field. In thin paper we have investigated the

of.fect o.r thj R ntrons ma;^netic field on the TPD instability

in a laser-produced plasma. Although the self-generated

fields have a complex morphology we assume in the present

work that this magnetic field is both constant and uniform.
12

Using fluid description of plasmas Grebogi and Liu have

studied the two-plasmon decay of upper-hybrid las«r radiation

in an inhomogeneous plasma. In the present work we employ

the full Vlaaov equation to obtain the nonlinear response

of electrons of the magnetized plasma.
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The paper is presented as follows. In Sec. II the

nonlinear dispersion relation for the electrostatic electron

plasma wave has been derived by using the nonlinear Vlasov

equation in the guiding center coordinates. In Sec.Til the

growth rate of the three-wave tmo-plasmon decay instability

has been obtained. A numerical estimate is also given

in the same section. Finally, a brief discussion of the

results is presented in Sec.IV.

II. KINETIC ANALYSIS FOR THE NONLINEAR RESPONSE

We consider the propagation of a high-power laser

radiation (pump) at the upper hybrid frequency in a

homogeneous plasma in a direction (x-axis) transverse to

the direction of the self-generated magnetic field B II z

where
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Here, 0i0 , k are the angular frequency and the wavemurfber

of the incident laser radiation; -e, m, n° and c being the

electronic charge, mass, equilibrium electron density and

the speed of light in a vacuum, respectively. The oscillatory

magnetic field of the pump wave is given by

B = c k X E /o> (̂)
— o —o — a / o •
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We now consider that the pump wave decays into two

electrostatic electron plasma waves

- « - « 0 . J&! = £ - £«>•where CO.

Since fe j^ ^ 1 (where J^ ia the electron Larmor

for the laser-fusion conditions, one cannot , use

the fluid equations of plasmas. One must, therefore, employ

kinetic equation for the nonlinear response of plasma

electrons. 'He express Vlasov equation in tcrmn of the

f; center coordinates x , magnetic moment /&• , polar

anplc 6 of the perpendicular velocity (i.e., the anple v
15

makes with the x-axis) and the parallel momentum p as

fy

where

IF, ̂ he equation of motion, one can write

a _ oi + — —
19,

- i t -

(5)

(6)

(7)

(9)
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f
(10)

-c

where the subscript X denotes component of a quantity

transverse to the direction of the magnetic field and the

superscript T refers to the total field. Using the identity

'«• (11)

where J ds the Besnel function of order n and J = v^/01 ,

we can express the total electric field and the

distribution function

(is)

71

J ' = J J ) and the equilibrium

iRtrituition function IE? taken to be Maxwellian

^ T)
3/2

)

~1

) /2Tj

In Eqs.{11-14) T is the temperature of the plasma electrons

measured in units of the Boltzmann constant, and 5" . <5"

and Oj are the angles between the x-axis and E , k and

k , respectively. Now, using the above expansions for E
1 J. ~

nnc! ¥ we can write

(15)

e =
eE.

where p and ^ are the amplitude of the olectrontfitic

potentials of the decay waves, J = J (it f ), J°=J {k P ) , 7K
(16)

n
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(19)

ivhcre the prime on the Bessel function denotes the derivative

with respect to its argument.

How, since the maximum srowinC modes propagate in the

plane perpendicular to the magnetic field , we take k </£ k . .

Usin^; Eqs. (12,13) in the Vlasov equation (5) we obtain the

following linear response of electrons

on

f L
= - J

1 (20)

(21)

(32)

Using Eqs.(20-22) in Eq.(5) we obtain the nonlinear part of the

dietribution function for the (k, CO ) mode as

ei

2m.ioc
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Por a dipole pump (k = 0) we see that n = 0. In the next
o

approximation, following Tripathi and Liu we retain terms

which are proportional to k and have resonant denominators,
o

We, thus, obtain the nonlinear parts of the density

perturbations ctue to the decay waves as

2m
_l

We can obtain the linear and nonlinear density fluctuation

associated with the electron plasma modes from the relation

n

where I. is the fir«t order modified Beaael function of firat

kind and b = kfv2/w2 , v = (T/m)1'2.

Substituting Eqs.(25) and (26) into the Poisson

equation we get the following coupled equations for the decay

(27)

where the linear dielectric functions can be written as
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I-^-I»
n

, (29)

ho)

Eliminating CP and <p from Eqs.(27) and (28) we obtain

the nonlinear dispersion relation for the EFff as

(31)

where the coupling coefficient is given by

III. GROWTH RATES

In the linear limit f —: £ — 0

prenence of the pump wave we can write

CO =

However, in the

(331

- 1 1 -

where £ rmd ^>~ a r s "tne ^eal parts of 6 runrt f ,

rer-pectively, SubB'titutinr: the expansions, Eqs.(33) into

the tUspernion re].ation Eq.(3l) we obtain

°
(ih)

where g is the growth rate in the absence of datnpin/;,
0

and

waver,

and P are the linear damping rates of the decay

1/2

(35)

(36)

whore '^r)~ ^e i ? i s t h e D e h y e length. Keeping the

dominant terms up to n = + 1 only in Eqs,(29) and (30)

one may write

(37)

and

2

(38)

.here
i

il {•
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Hence, the undamped growth rate of the two-plnnmon decay

instability turns out to be

where

10 21,- U^ CO* (u)-

(V)

from EQ . ( 3 4 ) with Jf = 0

P
Ke

Tn ordnr to have some numerical appreciation of

the renu.ltr: v;e havo calculated the growth rate and

the threshold power dennity of the inoidrnt laner radiation

Toi' the fon.owin.H: typical placma parameters :

The growth rate in the presence of the linear damping of

the decay waves is ^iven by

(ho)

The value of U) may be calculated from the linear

dispersion relation for the electron plasma moans (k, to ) in

the presence of the self-fjenerated magnetic field

2_ 2 J. .2 2 (

and the value of fc^ may be obtained fron the relation

(1)2)

The threshold power density of the incident laner radiation

for the two-plasmon decay instability may be obtained

n = n /4 (n is the critical electron density) f

T = 1 - 9 keV,

Br_ - 1 - 6 MG,

IV / c I = 10"2 (Power density = 1.22 X 1014 W cn
0 for the Nd-tflass l a se r ) ,

k/kQ = 1.5, 1.8,

The present theory is applicable to the canes

T2

7or plasmas produced by

rad s" 1), k Q ~ 5.1 X

? 2 2
where h = k v / CO S> 1

•X- G C

a C0 ? laser { O>0 = 1.778 X l Q

10 cm"' , self-generated magnetic field of 1 MG ( IO —

1.75 X 10 rad s" ), plasma temperature , 9 keV (v ~

4.0 X 10 cm s~ ) and k/k -?-, \ , the value of b
O "t-J

comes out to be />-<3«0i Hence, the present analysis is

marginally valid for plasmas produced by CO^ laser radiation.

4 -1However, for an Nd : glass laser k ~ 5.1 X 10 era ,

electron temperature 4 keV (v £± 2.7 X 10^ o m s-lj

-n- . -ill-



We = 3,5 X 10 1 3 rad a"1 (B = 2 MS ) and k/k ^ 1 , b comer

out to tie ~36 ;>> 1. Therefore, the present analysis is

sufficiently valid for plasmas produced by Nd:glaas laser

radiation.

Figure 1 shows the variation of the growth rate and

the threshold power density of the incident laser radiation

as a function of the electron cyclotron frequency in the

presence of the self-generated magnetic field for different

k/k values. The growth rate and the threshold both are

very sensitive to the value of k/k . The growth rate

decreases appreciably with increasing tntîiie-fcic field, while,

the threshold power density ir; increased drastically with

the increase of the magnetic field.

IV. DISCUSSION

A hifdi power laser beam propagating transverse to

the self-generated d.c. magnetic field or the order of a few

raef;a-gauss undergoes strong two-plasraon decay instability

at the quarter-critical dencifcy region in n la:;er-produced

plasma. Thn Relf-genernted magnetic t'j nld incroancs llic

threshold of the two-plaomon decay instability, thun

reducing the growth rate of tfie instability appreciably.

The growth rate and the threshold power density of the

incident laser radiation are both very sensitive to the

value of k/k"o. The present theory ip sufficiently valid for

Nd:glass laser for typical parameters in the laser-produced
plasma.
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CAPTION

Pig. 1 Variation of i and p j ̂  with ^e for the

following parameters :

U>0 = 1.778 X 10
1 5 rad s~ ,

= 3.99 X 10 9 cm s"1 (T = 9 keV),

= 30°,

The curves 1 and 3 represent 3 and PQ| T h,

respectively for k/ko - 1 . 5 , while, the curves 2 and

4 represent i and p
0 ( T n

 f o r k = ±'°t




